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Executive Summary

U.S. communications are at an important inﬂection point. Cable, telephone, and wireless
companies aim to compete against each other using the latest technologies. Our current laws, however,
hinder this new competition and create legal distinctions at odds with market developments.
Communications policy must acknowledge that competition between technologies is a key
ingredient not just for competition, but for promoting a national broadband policy. The best way to
create a fertile environment for achieving President Bush’s goal of universal broadband access by 2007
is through a series of deregulatory legislative initiatives. Communications regulation deserves more than
a mere “update”—largely, it must be phased out.
The removal of government regulation—deregulation—does not mean that the industry is
unregulated. Competition, or even the threat of competition, regulates the behaviors of companies in
efﬁcient and consumer-enhancing ways. In communications, competition exists among an increasing
number of platforms.
Technological substitution—when providers compete with different technologies to supply the
same service—is revolutionizing the telecommunications industry. Cable companies are now in the
business of providing local phone service. Wireless phones have effectively replaced wireline telephones
for long distance calls. Satellite competes against cable for consumers of video programming, and phone
companies are rapidly developing a video offering that will compete against both satellite and cable.
Congress must consider these broad market developments and act in tailored ways that
change communications law and reforms the agency that administers it. First, it should establish
clear boundaries as to whether an area of communications should be regulated by federal or state
governments. Additionally, Congress must restrict the role of the FCC in future communications
regulation.
Moreover, a next generation communications policy must distinguish economic regulation from
social welfare initiatives. Congress should eliminate rules that regulate market performance and focus on
ways to implement social policy—such as universal service—in ways that do not require FCC oversight.
Finally, Congress should restructure the FCC and provide a legislative mandate to increase the market’s
role in managing spectrum rights. The FCC of the future (if it is to exist at all) should be limited to
applying general unfair competition rules similar to that of the Federal Trade Commission.
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The following analytical framework is a reform agenda for Congress. Whether proposed
legislation tackles each separately or comprehensively, Congress must:
(1) Set regulatory boundaries
•
•

Preemption – Analyze which governmental authority—federal or state—is best suited for the
role of regulator (if government regulation is required).
Prevention – Restrict the FCC’s jurisdiction by creating a “ﬁrewall” that would prevent it from
regulating Internet Protocol-based services.

(2) Revisit rationales for economic and social policy regulation
•
•

Eliminate Economic Regulation – Rules that regulate prices and access need to be phased out
entirely.
Divest Social Policy – Social goals should be disentangled from industry-speciﬁc taxes, price
controls, technological mandates and other economic regulations.

(3) Reform the Federal Communications Commission
•
•

Restructure – Eliminate FCC functions that could be done by other agencies.
Reform Spectrum – Provide the FCC with a clear mandate to get spectrum into the market.

Policymakers should view lightly regulated Internet communications as a baseline and move
legacy communications toward it through deregulatory parity. Congress cannot perpetuate and generate
new rationalizations for oversight. Communications without a Federal Communications Commission
offer real beneﬁts to consumers. Congress should address ways to reduce the size of the FCC and the
scope of its regulatory agenda—the future of communications literally depends on it.
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Introduction

Our current laws hinder
new competition and
create legal distinctions
at odds with market
developments. The need
for regulatory reform is
beyond dispute.

U.S. communications is at an important inﬂection point. Cable,
telephone, and wireless companies aim to compete against each other
using the latest technologies. Our current laws, however, hinder this
new competition and create legal distinctions at odds with market
developments. The need for regulatory reform is beyond dispute. How we
go about communications reform is the issue du jour.
Reform efforts come at a time when the proper regulatory role
played by the Federal Communications Commission is in ﬂux. The FCC
recently ordered voice communication providers that utilize the Internet
Protocol (VoIP) to provide enhanced 911 (E911) service as a mandatory
feature.1 Yet, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals decided that the Federal
Communications Commission exceeded its authority when it established
the “broadcast ﬂag” to protect the content of digital transmissions.2
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court, in its Brand X decision, reafﬁrmed the
role of the FCC in deciding the regulatory classiﬁcation of cable modem
service.3
These decisions raise important questions about the future of the
FCC: Going forward, does the FCC need expanded powers and a new,
clariﬁed role to regulate the latest technologies? Or should Congress
direct the FCC to resolve issues derived from the past AT&T monopoly
and government control of spectrum, but limit its authority in new
communication platforms in preference for market regulation? Either way,
Congress must provide direction to the FCC.
For its part, though, Congress should not expand the powers of the
FCC by giving it a new role to regulate the latest technologies. Instead,
lawmakers should direct the FCC to resolve with ﬁnality issues derived
from the past AT&T monopoly and government control of spectrum. And
then they should keep the agency from regulating new communication
platforms, deferring to the communications marketplace for that job.
What’s more, the current static legal classiﬁcation of different types of
communications services needs to be overhauled.
Regulatory reform would necessarily encompass a “national
broadband policy.” Indeed, that the United States is falling behind
other countries in broadband penetration is a well publicized concern.4
Unfortunately, many proposals for increasing broadband penetration
include increased government involvement through “open access”
requirements, price controls and subsidies.5 Instead, we believe that the
U.S. will be vastly better served by less government involvement in the
communications sector.
The communications of the future is upon us. However, the laws
of the past are still with us. The question for today is whether we still need
a Commission to oversee our communications needs.
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Revisiting the Rationale for Telecommunications
Regulation
Congress created the Federal Communications Commission during
the “New Deal” and entrusted it to establish “a rapid, efﬁcient, Nationwide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service.”6
As was the case with other progressive-era initiatives, the
dominant theory was that major industries required signiﬁcant government
control. The public interest rationalization and the bandwidth scarcity
rationalization have long been used to justify federal regulation of the
communications sector. Those notions no longer apply, and it is doubtful
they ever truly did.
Scarcity of bandwidth and public interest concerns can exist;
however, these issues have been exacerbated and perpetuated by a
continued interventionist policy. The merging of digitization, high
bandwidth and wireless transmission that deﬁnes the information age
trivializes government attempts to promote the ambiguous “public
interest” and manage scarce resources. Yet government regulation of
telecommunications is still relevant, insofar as it is a signiﬁcant barrier to
the growth of the industry. Telecommunications has been politicized for far
too long. We must transition from the socialized and regulated to the free
and regulated.
Free and regulated? The removal of government regulation—
deregulation—does not mean that the industry is unregulated.
Competition, or the threat of competition, regulates the behaviors of
companies in efﬁcient and consumer-enhancing ways. In the telecom
industry, competition exists among many more platforms than have ever
existed. Coaxial cable, copper phone lines, and wireless alternatives all
compete as local phone infrastructure.

The public interest
rationalization and
the bandwidth scarcity
rationalization have
long been used to justify
federal regulation of the
communications sector.
Those notions no longer
apply, and it is doubtful
they ever truly did.

Policymakers must recognize the technological development of
the last decade and transfer oversight away from political bureaucracies to
markets. Some politicians will be motivated by their own self-interested
agenda, and will attempt to perpetuate and generate new rationalizations
for oversight. But the failure to move discipline of industry—call it
“regulation” if you must—from the regulatory bureaucracies to the
competitive marketplace will continue to create substantial costs to
consumers and society.7 The bureaucratic version of consumer service and
protection offers neither.
The communications landscape is vastly different than it used
to be, and it has given individuals outlets for exercising their freedom
of speech that were unimaginable even a generation ago. Therefore our
most pressing business is to end federal communications regulations
of “old school” wireline communications, and prevent them from ever
being applied to new services. We cannot perpetuate and generate
new rationalizations for oversight. Instead, we should accept Internet
Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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communications as the regulatory baseline and move toward deregulatory
parity.
The greatest move toward deregulatory parity would be to abolish
the FCC. Proposals to eliminate federal agencies may seem radical but
certainly are not novel. Congress passed the Airline Deregulation Act in
1978 that resulted in the phase-out the Civil Aeronautics Board. More
recently, when Republicans came into power in 1995, they wanted to
downsize government and proposed to abolish the Department of Energy.8
Telecom lawyer Peter Huber has proposed that we abolish FCC and rely
on common law to resolve industry matters.9 A British think tank favors
abolishing the United Kingdom’s Ofﬁce of Communications (Ofcom),
a regulatory agency similar to the FCC.10 Abolishing the FCC has also
received some media attention in the U.S.11 Thus, a proposal that would
enact major institutional changes to the way we regulate communications
is neither extreme nor unprecedented.

What’s the worst that
could happen if we
eliminate the FCC?
It’s not as if, before the
agency, no one could
communicate.

What’s the worst that could happen if we eliminate the FCC?
It’s not as if, before the agency, no one could communicate. It certainly
isn’t the case that no one will be able to communicate without a Federal
Communications Commission. And today, it’s even more apparent that
free speech and the technologies that enable communication spring from
the marketplace, not Washington, D.C.
Markets produce optimal output, including that of true and
reliable information, entertainment and communication products.
Communications without a Commission offers real beneﬁts to consumers
and should be more than just a thought experiment. Congress must
address ways to reduce the size of the FCC and the scope of its regulatory
agenda—the future of communications literally depends on it.

Replacing Government Regulation with Market Discipline
The purpose of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 was to
“promote competition and reduce regulation in order to secure lower
prices and higher quality services for American telecommunications
consumers and encourage the rapid deployment of new
telecommunications technologies.”12 It was recognition that competitive
markets produce better outcomes than government regulation.
However, the 1996 Act’s implementation has entrenched the FCC.
It has also enlarged the agency’s role in “social welfare” programs such
as the universal service fund, a rapidly growing urban-to-rural wealth
redistribution program. The President’s budget includes $304 million
for the FCC in ﬁscal year 2006.13 That’s an increase from $281 million
appropriated for 2005 and $245 million for 2002.14 Thus the FCC’s budget
will have increased by 24% from ﬁve years ago.
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Responding to new technology and consumer demand, the
telecom market has outgrown the strictures imposed by Congress in
the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Due to the dynamic way that the
market is developing, we have moved beyond the debate from merely
reforming communications law to reforming the agency that administers
communications law.
A truly deregulatory telecom reform agenda would sunset many
FCC functions and include legislation preventing it from regulating new
technologies. A “comprehensive” telecom reform bill is not necessary
to achieve this ideal, if we start with the correct premise—a federal
regulatory agency is not competent, as in institution, to control today’s
communications world. Legislation that accords with this premise frames
the reform agenda to make it consistent with the eventual phase-out of the
FCC.
New entitlements, programs, taxes and open access mandates
would likely accompany a comprehensive bill. A prescriptive approach,
one that keeps regulators out of new services while also rolling back
existing regulation, may in fact be the best comprehensive reform. Every
revision in FCC policy needs to be consistent with the phase-out of the
agency. The communications industry may still necessarily be involved in
social welfare programs. But it does not need an industry-speciﬁc federal
agency to promote the social welfare.
The best approach for tackling the economic and social welfare
issues of communications networks is based on a single question: is
legislation or regulation consistent with abolishing the agency and
removing government oversight over speech and communications? Most
reform efforts should focus on removing the harmful provisions of current
law, not revisiting and creating new law. We propose an incremental
reform approach that targets speciﬁc issue areas.
As Easy as 1, 2, and 3: A Three Step Agenda for Regulatory Reform

The best approach for
tackling the economic
and social welfare issues
of communications
networks is based on
a single question: Is
legislation or regulation
consistent with abolishing
the agency and removing
government oversight
over speech and
communications?

Congress should pursue a phased deregulatory agenda that
highlights the clear federal jurisdiction over communications, prevents
the FCC from regulating new technologies and strips away at the FCC’s
current functions. Every reform attempt needs to be consistent with the
eventual phase-out of the FCC, in deference to alternative mechanisms for
addressing the “public interest” and spectrum scarcity.
The ﬁrst phase requires the establishment of clear boundaries as
to whether an area of communications should be regulated by federal or
state governments. The interstate nature of communications means that the
federal role is to prevent barriers to competition. Additionally, Congress
must limit the role of the FCC in future communications regulation.
Because this phase entails government action affecting the scope of
authority for other government action, it should not precipitate industry
litigation. Therefore, its implementation can be swift and precise.
Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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Congress should eliminate
rules that regulate market
performance and focus
on ways to implement
social policy, such as
universal service, in ways
that do not require FCC
oversight.

The second phase involves separating economic regulation from
social welfare initiatives. Congress should eliminate rules that regulate
market performance and focus on ways to implement social policy, such
as universal service, in ways that do not require FCC oversight. Phase two
also entails ﬁxing current problems related to open access and intercarrier
compensation. Finally, Congress should restructure the FCC and provide
it a legislative mandate to increase the market’s role in managing
spectrum rights.
Execution of the phases can happen simultaneously, especially
spectrum management reform. The following order for reform can be
regarded as a plan based partly on ease of implementation.

PHASE I – Setting Boundaries
•

Preemption – Preemption is the demarcation line for apportioning
government regulation at the federal or state level. If government
regulation is required, we need to analyze which governmental
authority—federal or state—is best suited for the role of regulator.
Congress should prevent the states from regulating and taxing
all Internet Protocol (IP) communications services such as VoIP
and video delivery (IPTV). States would have authority over the
physical property aspects of communications, such as rights of
way.

•

Prevention – Congress should restrict the FCC’s jurisdiction
by creating a “ﬁrewall” that would prevent it from regulating
Internet Protocol-based services. Congress cannot leave open the
FCC’s ability to justify new rationalizations to regulate Internet
communications, whether price, service features, quality of those
service features, or access.

PHASE II – Revisiting Legacy Rules
New technologies are creating new ways to communicate that
must not be burdened by legacy economic and social policy rules.
•

Eliminate Economic Regulation – Rules that regulate prices and
access need to be phased out entirely.

•

Divest Social Policy – Social goals should be disentangled from
industry-speciﬁc taxes, price controls, technological mandates and
other economic regulations.

PHASE III – Institutional Reform
Having reformed from within much of the existing institutional
structure in phase one and two, Congress should enact broader reforms.
Page 8
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•

Restructure – Congress should remove “public interest”
requirements from communications law. Furthermore, it should
eliminate remaining FCC functions that could be done by other
agencies. Consumer protection issues regarding actions of fraud
or unfair dealing can be transferred to the FTC. The FCC’s ofﬁce
of diversity could go to the EEOC. Antitrust merger review
guidelines and public interest social regulations would also go to
other agencies. The goal is to move away from industry-speciﬁc
regulation and toward general regulatory policy and competitive
discipline.

•

Reform Spectrum – Congress must provide the FCC with a clear
mandate to get spectrum into the market. It should direct the FCC
to auction off spectrum quickly and set the framework for property
rights in spectrum. More government spectrum should be made
available for private use.

The Dynamic Communications Marketplace
Why is it that communications regulation cannot keep pace with
the ever-changing communications market? The core problem lies in the
static legal classiﬁcation of different types of communications services.
Telecom law uses two major categories to classify communications
technologies: a “telecommunications service,” such as local and longdistance phone service, is the most highly regulated category; an
“information service,” currently deﬁned as involving the transmission
of data that requires manipulation (including the breaking up of data
into packets), refers to such services as Internet access, e-mail and cable
television and is less stringently regulated.
These technology-based categories create distinctions that no
longer make sense in our technologically converged world. Thanks to new
application technologies such as VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol), local
phone service is no longer just an analog transmission over the telephone
network. In addition, existing networks are reinventing themselves, such
as cable services that include two-way voice transmissions that resemble
telecommunications services. Artiﬁcial regulatory distinctions have created
market disparities that impose business costs and ultimately hurt consumers
while setting an unbalanced playing ﬁeld for communications companies.

Technology-based
categories create
distinctions that no
longer make sense in
our technologically
converged world.

The Genesis of Today’s Telecom Market
The dominant economic thought of the early twentieth century was
that telephone service is a “natural monopoly.” Yet there was never anything
natural about AT&T providing phone service to almost every household in
the nation. Independent non-Bell telephone companies operated 51% of the
telephone business in local markets in 1907.15 An agreement by AT&T and the
U.S. government in 1913 halted competition in favor of universal service and
monopoly proﬁts.16
Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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Today, absent government
intervention, it is
impossible to monopolize
a communications
industry that is expanding
the content and delivery
of information.

The DOJ breakup of AT&T in 1984 resulted in a fracturing
of a network into two distinct types of service providers—local
exchange carriers (the so-called Baby Bells) and interexchange carriers
(long distance). Unfortunately, AT&T’s divestiture, like its original
monopolization, did not encourage competing networks. A stratiﬁed
network divided into local and long distance service ignored the
efﬁciencies of vertically integrated networks. But new technology has
come to the rescue. Competitive cable and wireless networks have
emerged from outside the regulated landline sector. And these competitors
are largely free to manage themselves as fully integrated networks.
Despite the advent of competing cable and wireless networks, the
acquisitions of AT&T and MCI by SBC and Verizon have stoked fears
that they represent a piecing together of the old AT&T monopoly. Even
though technology is transforming the industry, at least one advocacy
group believes these mergers would set the marketplace back to a world
of “deregulated monopoly.”17 Of course, there was a monopoly in
communications for seventy-one years —one created and regulated by
government. Today, absent government intervention, it is impossible to
monopolize a communications industry that is expanding the content and
delivery of information.
Expanding the Telecommunications Market
Federal and state laws have a common failing in their premise that
only phone companies can provide voice services. Yet communications
is much more than a voice transmission. Other forms of nontraditional
communications include email and instant messaging. A signiﬁcant
communications trend in recent years is interactive video game play on
broadband platforms. In just two months after its release, the Xbox Live
community logged 91 million online hours playing Halo 2.18 And, as a
new distribution format called “podcasting” proves, the ability to publish
sound ﬁles on the Internet to subscribers that receive new audio ﬁles
automatically makes almost everyone a potential broadcaster.
The ability to engage in advanced communications increases with
broadband deployment. During the year 2004, the FCC reports that highspeed lines increased by 34 percent to 37.9 million lines.19 DSL lines
increased by 45 percent to 13.8 million lines.20 Cable modem service
increased by 30 percent to 21.4 million lines.21
Increased uptake in broadband helps enable substitution of
communication services. Substitution occurs when providers compete
with different technologies that supply the same service. Inter-technology
or “intermodal” competition through substitution is an old concept. As
an example, the transportation industry has been faced with intermodal
competition for decades. Freight can be shipped by air, rail or roads. The
result is lower costs for shippers that are passed onto consumers in the
form of lower prices.
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In communications, cable companies are now in the business
of providing local phone service. Satellite competes against cable for
consumers of video programming, and phone companies are rapidly
developing a video offering that will compete against both satellite and
cable. Wireless companies compete for long distance. Wireless is also
replacing wireline phones, as 8.9 million new wireless subscribers in
2004 were the result of people “cutting the cord” to become wireless-only
households.22
Competition from other networks is the ultimate regulator of price
and quality. An economic study released by the Competitive Enterprise
Institute in December 2004 reveals intense price competition in the
local phone market from wireless.23 It ﬁnds conclusive evidence that if a
wireline local phone company raised its rates by just one percent, wireless
demand would increase by two percent. Thus, wireline and wireless
phones are substitutable for each other because consumers can use them
interchangeably.
The increasing ability of consumers to utilize different
modes of communications transcends the public utility model of the
telecommunications industry. State public utility regulatory commissions
were created to oversee utility industries. It was the voice for consumers
who had no other choice. This may still be the case with electricity and
natural gas. It is no longer true for telecommunications.

The increasing ability
of consumers to
utilize different modes
of communications
transcends the public
utility model of the
telecommunications
industry.

Policymakers must also consider communications convergence
and the resulting beneﬁts to consumers. However, many federal and
state regulators have been slow to recognize competition from new
technologies. New markets are in the process of being created out of
technology previously relegated to a single use. The convergence of voice,
video and data (the “triple play”) onto a single technological platform is
the result of consumer demand for a complete end-to-end communications
experience. It therefore makes sense that the network that provides this
experience also be owned and operated end-to-end.
Converging Technologies, Merging Companies
As competition comes from different network platforms,
consolidation within one network typology doesn’t mean concentration
within the broader communications industry. Consolidation of various
parts of the telephone network infrastructure is a natural progression of a
communications market working for consumers. Regulators must refrain
from adopting the rhetoric of the past, which would prevent consumers
from receiving the beneﬁts of competing networks of the future.
The acquisitions of AT&T and MCI by SBC and Verizon are not
indulgent moves to corner the telephone market. Indeed, these mergers
are necessary if traditional telephone companies are to compete against
cable companies for broadband services. A PricewaterhouseCoopers study
states that telephone companies are two years behind cable companies
Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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in delivering triple-play service over a broadband network and advises
cable companies to move quickly to capitalize on this advantage.24 A
Forrester Research report, “The Battle for the Digital Home,” discusses
how communications companies must focus on developing new revenue
streams through key cross-industry partnerships and acquisitions.25
These telecom mergers represent an acquisition strategy that will
help create the “triple play” revenue stream and provide signiﬁcant public
interest beneﬁts. A network platform that will deliver voice, video and
data needs enhanced quality of service. Integrating backbone networks
with front-end delivery platforms allows communications providers to
enable the faster deployment of digital services based on IP.

By allowing mergers to
proceed unencumbered by
regulatory intervention,
the FCC sends a clear
signal that it is for
competition, now and into
the future.

Competition from cable is here and growing exponentially.
Cable broadband service is available in 95% of occupied homes in the
country.26 At the beginning of 2005, cable providers offered VoIP services
to 15% of U.S. households.27 By year end 2005, 41% of U.S. households
will have access to VoIP services and 58% will have circuit switched
telephony services available from cable providers.28 The various forms of
content delivered over multiple and competing communications networks
guarantees that the merged entities will face a competitive marketplace.
Antitrust authorities and regulators must take a broad view of the
industry structure. Indeed, a broader view of the traditional telephone
industry takes into consideration competitive entry from other networks.
Maximizing competition between networks requires close coordination
and control of infrastructure. By allowing these mergers to proceed
unencumbered by regulatory intervention, the FCC sends a clear signal
that it is for competition, now and into the future.
The process of merger review is a regulatory cost just like any
other government regulation. Indeed, the larger the list of conditions, the
longer the delay for the completion of review. Therefore, the FCC should
pass the competition review portion of telecom merger analysis to the
Department of Justice.29 The communications market and consumers will
be served best by a swift review process.

Government’s Regulatory Role – Protecting (and
Creating) Property Rights
Government’s proper role in the new communications market is
to protect speciﬁc property rights and create or recognize new rights as
needed. Protecting an ill-deﬁned public interest is a 19th century concept
ill-suited for the 21st century. The public interest rationale was the original
justiﬁcation for the government endorsed AT&T monopoly. But this was
an illusion even 100 years ago, because telephone companies sprang up
after the expiration in 1894 of Alexander Graham Bell’s patent. AT&T’s
strategy was to use regulation to drive out competitors.30 We must move
beyond two outdated ideologies that have dominated telecom policy—
Page 12
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private networks are not public property, and spectrum is not the public’s
airwaves.
Private Network Infrastructure is Not a Public Utility
One of the oft-heard arguments of municipal broadband proponents
is that like electricity, roads, sewers, and water, broadband is just another
utility that government should provide to its citizens. These arguments
raise “natural monopoly” and “public good” issues.
Economic justiﬁcations for public provisioning and regulation of
utilities is based on a “natural monopoly” rationale—one ﬁrm can supply
the entire output demanded at a lower total cost in resources than could
multiple competing ﬁrms. Natural monopoly arguments arise from the
special characteristics of a particular industry under the current state
of technology, although many economists would state that instances of
natural monopolies are in practice extremely rare.

Broadband
communications networks
do not possess natural
monopoly characteristics.

There are three basic characteristics of a natural monopoly that
necessitate governmental involvement—monopoly pricing, inefﬁcient
entry, and difﬁculty of efﬁciently pricing the product due to high ﬁxed
costs and low per unit costs.31
Broadband communications networks do not possess these natural
monopoly characteristics. Entry is limited mostly by geographic terrain,
right of way access permissions from a municipality and, of course,
market demand. Furthermore, wireless broadband services such as WiFi
are characterized by low, not high, ﬁxed startup costs. Indeed, it is the low
initial costs of wireless networks that are attractive to many municipalities.
And because networks compete, monopoly pricing is not achievable.32
Furthermore, broadband does not meet the deﬁnition of a public
good. Economists deﬁne public goods as a class of goods that (1) cannot
be withheld from one consumer without withholding from all consumers
(nonexcludable), and (2) costs little or nothing for an extra individual
to enjoy (nonrivalrous).33 Essentially, according to traditional economic
analysis, if the only way that the good would be produced would be from
government, then it is a public good.
Broadband is not a public good. Broadband service providers can
exclude non-paying users from paying customers. Wireless companies
such as T-Mobile and Wayport have built business models around monthly
subscription rates that allow WiFi access only for registered users. Like
many network industries, the costs of adding an extra customer are small
compared to the overall cost of operating the network.34 However, this
does not mean that the provision of broadband is a public good, just like
airline service is not a public good.

Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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Spectrum is (or Should Not Be) the “Public Airwaves”
The “public interest” is a well-intended, if ill-deﬁned, concept
that broadly regulates the broadcast spectrum. It originated in the law in
the late 1800s when Congress was focused on railroad regulation and the
public interest standard. It embodies notions that government should act
for the public at-large, not for covert private interests. But where “public
interest” is explicitly stated in law, as it is in communications, watch out.
As we are seeing with broadcast indecency, even the First Amendment
can’t compete with the “public interest,” which is why the directive needs
to be eliminated.
The mandate of the Communications Law of 1934 refers to
the general requirement that broadcast licensees operate in the “public
interest, convenience and necessity.”35 It came about at a time when a
progressive Congress thought that government, not the private sector,
must manage spectrum. Radio, like the Internet today, was a destructive
technology to older businesses like newspapers and even the telephone.
As a way to reign in unruly radio stations, Congress allowed licensees to
broadcast on the “people’s airwaves” only under certain guidelines.
One outgrowth of the notion of common ownership of the
airwaves was the “fairness doctrine.”36 This regulation was an attempt to
ensure that all coverage of controversial issues by a broadcast station be
balanced and fair, however that is deﬁned. The FCC noted in repealing
the doctrine in 1987 that it “had the net effect of reducing, rather than
enhancing, the discussion of controversial issues of public importance.”37
Indeed, this is the problem with all public interest communications
regulation—decisions by government bureaucrats are not a good proxy for
making value judgments for a diverse public.
As it stands, the public interest standard is a useless tool of
analysis that reﬂects personal taste and opinion. It has been sold to the
public as a way to allocate limited spectrum resources, but even the FCC
agrees that today’s technologies make this argument dated.38 Historically,
broadcasting has been considered to be more pervasive than other forms
of communications, zapping unsuspecting listeners, especially children.
The reality is that scarcity and pervasiveness are just political-speak for
legitimizing a politician’s personal preference—and deferring to vocal
advocacy groups—under the guise of pseudo-objectivity.
The result is that broadcasters must conform to the “public
interest” in ways that would be an unconstitutional infringement of free
speech if applied to other communications media like newspapers or the
Internet. And the trend is for more governmental restrictions on content.
In 2004, a Senate committee narrowly defeated an amendment to pending
indecency legislation that would have imposed broadcast “indecency”
rules on cable and satellite, not just traditional radio and television.39
Another failed amendment would have gone even further, regulating
even broadcast transmissions depicting “excessive violence.”40 But new
Page 14
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technologies are reason for less regulation, not more, because they enhance
free speech by providing more consumer choice.
Yet two current developments seem to take the idea of public
communications as their basic ideology—commons spectrum and
municipal broadband. We should reject the conﬂated notion of retaining
substantial government involvement in communications. The commons
model of allocating spectrum is a model for property rights, not public
ownership. Municipal broadband allocates taxpayer money to subsidize
infrastructure that in many urban locations will compete against private
ﬁrms. The issue for each—as it is for most if not all telecom issues—is
whether private markets or government agencies can best allocate
resources that increase consumer welfare.

How to Reform? Incremental Reform vs. Legal Overhaul
An incremental approach toward regulatory reform is similar to the
culinary act of slicing and dicing. Cutting a food item into slices, and then
into smaller dices, leads to proportional heating and adds taste. In telecom
policy, slicing and dicing involves breaking regulation down into smaller
issues for examination, as each rule has its own ﬂavorful rationale.

In the alternative to
incremental reform,
we could have broad
sweeping all-inclusive
reform

In the alternative to incremental reform, we could have broad
sweeping all-inclusive reform—a “big bang” of sorts. According to the
Big Bang Theory, the universe was created sometime between 10 billion
and 20 billion years ago from a cosmic explosion that hurled matter in all
directions. A regulatory big bang would work in a similar way. Instead
of an explosion of a primeval atom, we would have the implosion of a
regulatory regime that has become a black hole for the telecommunications
industry.
Incremental Deregulation
This targeted approach will allow for better independent analysis
of economic and social issues and creates a barrier that leaves new
technologies and services unburdened by outdated regulation.
Universal service subsidies, “open access” regulations, and the
rules governing how carriers compensate each other for sending trafﬁc
over each other’s networks compensation need reform. Tackling each
would not require an overhaul of telecommunications law. Congress could
scrap these rules or pass legislation that prevents their applicability to new
technologies like VoIP or high-speed broadband.
Other issues that need to be addressed include the ways carriers
compensate each other for sending trafﬁc over their networks (intercarrier
compensation), disability access requirements, and access and funding
requirements for 911 emergency services. Within each issue area,
Congress could instruct the FCC to proceed in ways that do not hinder the
deployment of new services.
Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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Congress must remain focused on each regulatory issue and not
attempt to commingle issues. A VoIP bill introduced last year by Sen.
John Sununu (R-N.H.), the “VoIP Regulatory Freedom Act of 2004,”
is an example of a piecemeal approach.41 It originally called for a light
regulatory touch for VoIP and preemption of state and local governments.

The layers model is
burdened with the same
regulatory traps of
current law—it retains
too much faith in the
capability of government
regulators.

However, a targeted approach requires legislative discipline.
Senate Commerce Committee amendments to the Sununu VoIP bill
effectively killed it, expanding what was once a very narrow bill to
include obligations for state-regulated access charges and universal
service taxation. Indeed, if it is easy to bloat a narrow VoIP bill (when
many in Congress already agree that Internet telephony should be lightly
regulated), it is easy to imagine how weighted down a broad sweeping act
could become.
A New Telecom Act – The Big Bang Approach for Reform
There are two types of regulatory big bangs—one that “reinvents”
the laws and regulatory structure and one that “de-invents” the
administrative agency by abolishing it or severely curtailing its power.
One wide-sweeping proposal is based on reinventing
telecommunications law according to the operation and structure of the
Internet. Dubbed the “Network Layers Model,” it has been formally
proposed by MCI.42 Rather than regulate by service categories, the
network layers approach utilizes the structure of the Internet as the model
for deciding what and how to regulate.
On its face, the layers model is a seductive analytical tool that
improves upon the current lack of cohesiveness in telecom regulation.
It breaks down policy goals by network layers—physical, logical,
application and content—and advocates for regulation that is speciﬁc to
each, regardless of the technology used or service provided. The telecom
correlatives of these layers are as follows: physical (wires and ﬁbers),
logical (domain names, IP addresses, routing), application (Internet
browsers, e-mail software, etc.) and content (streaming video, voice or
text). However, what is a superior analytical tool for network engineers is
not necessarily a good legal structure for network regulators.
The layers model is burdened with the same regulatory traps of
current law—it retains too much faith in the capability of government
regulators to beneﬁcently intervene in the market. For one prominent
example, it places an inordinate amount of emphasis in antitrust law
to improve consumer welfare. Antitrust law has not been very good at
solving this problem.
Instead of just reinventing telecommunications law, which risks
repeating the same regulatory traps of old, another approach would be to
just do away with the FCC as we know it. There is precedent for this kind
of radical reform in the airline industry, and it has strong parallels with
telecommunications. Both markets are network industries, were heavily
regulated by government using “public interest” rationales, and have a
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perceived safety component requiring the need for continued government
involvement.
By the early 1970s, a consensus was formed regarding the need
for reform at the airline regulatory body, the Civil Aeronautics Board.
The CAB was heavily involved in regulating the airline network through
price controls, market entry and service routes, much as the FCC regulates
local phone services. Economists almost universally agreed that instead
of operating in the public interest, CAB rules kept prices high and routes
inconvenient for most consumers.43 The pinnacle for reform was the 1978
Airline Deregulation Act, which instituted a gradual removal of the CAB
from economic regulation of the airline industry. The Federal Aviation
Administration retained power over aviation safety and various agencies
had antitrust oversight authority.
A similar deregulatory action could occur in telecommunications
whereby Congress reduces the FCC’s role. Economic regulation would
be phased out entirely, leaving such “public interest” social regulation
as 911 and disability access with a much smaller FCC or with other
agencies. Universal service funding would be allocated from the
general treasury and not as taxes on consumer phone bills. As with
the scuttling of CAB, any plan that reduces the role of the FCC in the
dynamic telecommunications market would remove government from
micromanaging the market, presumably creating a long-term win for
consumers.

Incremental Deregulation - A Three Step Approach

Congress should
restructure the FCC and
give it a new mission—
property rights-oriented
spectrum management
reform.

We can have fundamental change through incremental intervention.
Congress can push through meaningful reform by focusing on
jurisdictional issues and preventing new technologies and services from
being burdened by outdated regulation. It can then begin to target speciﬁc
policy issues, eliminating those that are purely economic and divesting
social goals from telecommunications speciﬁc regulation. Finally,
Congress should restructure the FCC and give it a new mission—property
rights-oriented spectrum management reform.

PHASE I – Preempt and Prevent
Underlying many telecommunications disputes is the question of
whether states or the federal government should regulate. The premise
offered here is that, apart from protection of title to property, neither
should. That means, consistent with constitutional principle, states do not
have a right to interfere in trade and therefore the federal government may
pre-empt their efforts to do so. There is no “state right” to restrain ordinary
trade, which is rooted in individual, not collective, rights.
Congress should preempt the ability of states to regulate IPbased services and limit the ability of states to regulate prices. IP-based
technologies use national and global broadband data networks and
Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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should have federal jurisdiction. The dominant factor is certainty in law
that results in reduced investment risk. For example, states should be
preempted from regulating VoIP applications so that a patchwork of 50
different sets of regulations would not stiﬂe this technology.

For much of the last
century, the trend was
to transfer power from
the states to the federal
government.

Congress should also prevent the FCC from regulating IP-based
services. In the alternative, Congress could mandate that any FCC action
that affects IP-based services must include a sunset provision of no
more than one year. This would limit the FCC’s ability to increase its
jurisdiction and create a “ﬁrewall” around Internet communications, but
still allow the FCC to deal with transitional regulatory issues.

What is the Role for State Regulation?
Federalism refers to the shifting of power between the federal
government and states. For much of the last century, the trend was to
transfer power from the states to the federal government. However, the
power to regulate has increasingly shifted back to the states. But there are
certain areas, particularly network industries, which are uniquely suited to
federal preemption because they transcend geographical boundaries. This
is true for telecommunications.
States have pubic utility commissions (PUCs) that regulate
communications. The FCC and state PUCs have a long history of
cooperation that originated in the AT&T monopoly era. This cooperative
federalism arrangement may have made sense in the one telephone
company world, if the monopolization had existed without government
action, but it is doubly out of place in today’s Internet society.
Increasingly, as communications networks become national and global,
the FCC must be the institution accountable for ensuring ﬂuid markets.
Indeed, even Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia has remarked that
“a federal program administered by 50 independent state agencies is
surpassing strange.”44 Some commentators have labeled “states’ rights” in
telecommunications as “phony federalism.”45
An open letter from telecom policy analysts to Nancy Victory and
Karl Rove in March, 2003 recounted the FCC’s Triennial Review Order
issued earlier in the year that ruled on the network element unbundling
obligations of incumbent local exchange carriers:
Just how unhappy are capital markets? In the two days following the
FCC’s releases, February 20th and 21st, SBC, BellSouth, Verizon and
Qwest lost over 12 billion dollars. Wireless and equipment companies
like Nortel and Lucent posted hundreds of millions in losses as well.
Any gains by CLECs or long distance companies were slight. A
headline in the Economist read “The FCC Presses Auto-Destruct.”
Analysts concluded that the market had reacted to the uncertainty
engendered by the FCC’s delegation of key issues to the states. This
presents markets with the prospect of further delay and inconsistency,
compounded by the risk that the FCC’s decision will be overturned by
the courts yet again.46
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Yet the communications market continues to evolve despite
massive regulatory uncertainty. This uncertainty is caused, oddly enough,
by the 1996 Telecom Act itself. The 1996 Telecom Act instituted a form of
cooperative federalism in the regulation of local wireline phone service—
that is, it attempted to decentralize regulation by devolving responsibility
to the states.47 The FCC’s role was to create broad policy objectives.
State regulators would manage a system of wholesale price controls over
separate pieces of the telephone network (unbundled network elements)
to try to stimulate competition by facilitating entry of new companies
into the ﬁeld; that would then set the stage for deregulating local markets
entirely. It was envisioned that federal and state regulators would interact
harmoniously, but it hasn’t worked out that way. Instead, the past eight
years has seen the telecommunications industry stuck in the midst of a
state and federal governmental power grab.
Recognition that the communications industry deserves a uniﬁed
body of law is not new. In the 1970s, the FCC liberalized its regulations
regarding dial-up information services and preempted the ability of state
regulators to regulate it.48 Wireless phone service has never had FCC
regulated prices and, in 1993, Congress made sure that state regulators
were not able to regulate entry or price either.49 Since 1984, federal law
has drastically limited the ability of the states to regulate cable rates, and
in 2002, the FCC preempted state regulation of cable-modem service.50

Recognition that the
communications industry
deserves a uniﬁed body of
law is not new.

State public utility commissions are seeking to expand their
authority to new technologies. VoIP phone services have been the subject
of regulatory inquiries in such states as California, Minnesota, New
York and Washington. These states have tried to determine whether
Internet telephony is a “telecommunications service” that allows for state
regulation or an “information service” that mostly closes the door on state
regulators.
The VoIP debate highlights the fundamental problem of both state
and federal telecommunications law. Historically, “telecommunications”
has meant “voice” —and the structure of current law is built around the
provision of voice services and who pays for them. The commercialization
of IP-based telephony means a world where voice services are just another
application that can travel over any medium that can carry an electronic
message. For state regulators, the impact of VoIP has less to do with
competition than it does with diminishing revenues from taxes for social
services like universal service and 911—all which derive from voice
“telecommunications” services.
State legislators are beginning to recognize the dynamic
telecommunications market and acknowledge the need for regulatory
change. At its annual meeting in 2004, the National Conference of
State Legislators (NCSL) consented to a telecom policy position that
is, for a state regulatory association, remarkably market-focused. A
telecommunications policy committee report acknowledged that current
regulation has hurt infrastructure development. 51 It recognized that
innovation and convergence of technologies creates cross-platform
competition and that it was the market that created this competition, not
Communications without Commissions: Cox & Crews
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the 1996 Act.52 The NCSL advocates a policy framework that “allows
consumers and the marketplace to determine winners and losers” instead
of government regulation.
However, the NCSL report still advocated for a signiﬁcant role for
the states in telecom policy and for a federal act regulating all providers of
telecommunications (i.e. cable and VoIP) in the name of regulatory parity.
Thus it favors regulating new technologies—regularity parity—not the
kind of deregulatory parity that would deregulate services based on older
platforms.
A more forward-thinking organization for state utility
commissioners was formed earlier this year as an alternative to the NCSL.
The Federation for Economically Rational Utility Policy (FERUP) is a
bipartisan group of state regulatory commissioners with a deregulatory
mission. The group states that it desires to remove “those regulations that
serve only to preserve the jurisdiction of regulators, without providing
real beneﬁt to the economy and to consumers.”53

The Deregulatory Role of States and Localities

The changing perspective
of state regulators is a
positive development.

The changing perspective of state regulators is a positive
development. State legislatures should more actively monitor their state
telecom regulatory commissions. Getting the state legislators to build a
consensus for telecom reform is essential to meaningful national reform.
Without key state support, the fear is that backyard politics, not sound
policy, will drive a new communications bill.
States and municipalities need to focus their deregulatory
efforts on issues that include zoning for cellular communication towers,
consumer protection, taxes, franchising and municipal ownership of
broadband.
Zoning
States should allow wireless providers liberal access to rights
of way and to freely buy or lease tower siting rights. The 1996 Act
treats types of antennas differently with respect to local authority.
Local communities retain control over cellular antenna siting, but
cannot prohibit service. The FCC broadly preempts local requirements
that “impair” reception of satellite and broadcast television signals.
While cell phone towers are not pretty, they can be disguised as trees
or other attractive structures. Innovation is also making wireless
receivers and senders smaller than ever before. Interfering with wireless
communications through zoning applications will do far more harm than
good.
Consumer Protection / Price Regulation
States should refrain from enacting laws that go beyond
traditional consumer legislation relating to fraud or deception. Some
states are considering enacting regulation amounting to a “Consumers
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Bill of Rights” for telecommunications consumers.54 The California PUC
created such a regulation in May 200455 but its enactment has since been
suspended.56 There is also legislation pending in Massachusetts.57 These
“bills of rights” have similar proscriptions that limit service contracts
and early termination fees, require an initial trial period, and mandate
the use of standardized forms and data provided to regulators about
wireless coverage. The California regulation would apply to all forms of
telecommunications service, including local and long-distance, wireline
and wireless, and prepaid phone cards.
These regulations, purported to help the consumer, instead create
expensive, inelastic plans that would not effectively service the needs of
wireless users. They would also harm wireless innovation in the offering
and pricing of new service packages. In California, the regulation would
add $5.74 per month to consumers’ wireless bills cost the state’s economy
up to $2.1 billion.58 According to one commentator, “cell phone users will
pay for bureaucratic intervention with higher bills, less convenience, and
fewer services and innovations.”59 Indeed, the rapid growth of wireless is
largely due to the fact that it is not burdened by government regulations.
Long-term contracts and early termination fees are consumer
friendly despite their seemingly unfriendly appearance. A dynamic
marketplace needs to experiment with different pricing and bundling
strategies. A large portion of a carrier’s costs are upfront at the initiation
of the customer relationship to set up phone and billing activation.
Consumers limit their freedom for a year or two in exchange for the
beneﬁts of a “free” phone and monthly service at a reduced price.
While regulators believe that they are helping consumers, a “one
size ﬁts all” approach hurts consumers. The marketplace isn’t perfect—
and indeed is one of caveat emptor—but there are costs to government
intervention, where there is no such thing as “early termination” for laws
and regulation.
Taxes On Telecommunications Services
Local fees and special taxes on telecommunications service—
wireline and wireless—should be eliminated. Over the last ﬁve years,
the cost of the average wireless plan has fallen more than 30 percent.60
However, state and federal taxes, fees and government mandates are
keeping consumers’ wireless phone bills artiﬁcially high. Nationwide the
average consumer pays 14.29 percent of their cellular phone bill in taxes.61
States should ensure that the tax burden on communications is no more
than that on other industries. However, 39 states and the District of Columbia
impose taxes on telecommunications services at a higher rate than they impose
on the average business.62 Virginia consumers pay the most local and state taxes
on telecommunications service, at 29.77 percent.63 Maryland, Texas, Nebraska
and Missouri, West Virginia, Kansas, Illinois and Michigan all have high state
taxes that push the combined tax total to over 20 percent of their total bill.64
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Cable (Video) Franchise Rights
In the era of multiple content delivery platforms from satellite
and IP-enabled communications, cable franchising makes little sense.
Municipal authorities regulate the entry of cable television services
through franchise agreements that generally designate a single company
to provide video service to deﬁned geographical area. The whole notion
of designating one cable company to be a monopoly provider within a
community has been inﬂuenced by natural monopoly utility regulation for
gas, water and electric service.
Although franchising arrangements are often praised by local
ofﬁcials, franchising has done more harm to consumers than good.
Localities are tempted to treat rights of way as monopolies, which
they can exploit, rather than as a commons that should be open to
nondiscriminatory private use that beneﬁts the public. The cable franchise
process has too often been hijacked by politicians to extract concessions
from the franchisee.65 Often a cable franchise must remit a percentage of
gross revenue to the municipality and dedicate for free a certain number
of channels for education and government programming. Franchising is
a way for government to provide services without directly taxing their
constituents, but consumers pay a higher subscription rate as a result.66
Cable is no longer the only way to receive lots of television
channels. Satellite companies are aggressively marketing their services
and compete with cable. Phone companies are actively developing the
infrastructure to provide video over broadband. Using Microsoft’s “IP
TV” the phone companies pose a threat to cable companies.67 The big
municipal battle is whether they must pay franchise fees just like their
cable competition.
Deregulatory parity should prevail here. The original justiﬁcation
for franchising—natural monopoly—is not present when satellite and
phone companies are ready and able to compete. Municipal commissions
should no longer pursue terms for video franchising based on past
monopolies for video communications.
Municipal Ownership of Communication Networks
Some municipalities are building their own networks and
now provide wireless Internet access. But this places them in unfair
competition with the private sector. Research shows that broadband
access is more available than many in favor of municipal networks claim,
and that the real issues are at what price and who should pay for the
service.68 Subsidized broadband networks may be politically and in some
cases technologically expedient, but in the long run, private investment
will serve consumers better than establishing municipal monopolies and
raising taxes.69
Today’s municipal broadband considerations differ from
yesterday’s electricity co-ops. Often, the stated rationale for a municipal
broadband project is to do battle against existing broadband providers.70
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What happens to the marketplace when government acts not as regulator,
but as competitor? Or when a monopoly electricity co-op that beneﬁts
from guaranteed rates of return enters the broadband market, is it synergy
or unfair cross-subsidization?71
Municipal entry into the market for communications services is
often predicated upon an existing network among municipal buildings. A
city that has already installed connections between municipal buildings
extends this network to provide its own telecommunications services to
residents and businesses. This expansion reﬂects the desire possessed by
many government agencies to broaden their services and generate more
revenue. And it is a natural aspiration of motivated persons to want to
grow the “business” —be it a government entity or private company.
But governments compete unfairly with private enterprise in the
following ways:72
•
•

•
•
•

•

Taxes – Private sector companies incur costs that governments
do not in the form of income taxes, franchise fees, sales taxes and
taxes on real estate and personal property.
Cost of Capital – Governments’ cost of capital is less than private
ﬁrms, risking public funds while private enterprise raises and risks
its own funds. Municipalities may also receive federal government
underwriting, subsidization or grants;
Rights of Way – Governments enjoy free right-of-way access.
Insurance – Government agencies do not need the same level of
liability insurance as they are usually accorded protection from
lawsuits by sovereign immunity.
Accountability – Government accounting standards are lax,
accountability is limited, and municipal utilities’ pricing is
artiﬁcially low because they often fail to account for long-term
costs such as infrastructure maintenance.
Proﬁt – Governments do not need to make a proﬁt and thus do
not face the same kind of competitive pressures that affect private
enterprise.

There are inherent
incentive structure
differences that exist
between the public and
private sector.

There are inherent incentive structure differences that exist
between the public and private sector. When a private-sector company is
failing, it must respond to changing market conditions to become more
efﬁcient and consumer responsive. New products and services are born
and efﬁciency and innovation occurs. The opposite occurs in government.
When a service is not paying for itself, bureaucrats seek additional tax
dollars to prop up their operations. Governments, unlike companies, are
not able to fail, and thus there is no competitive check on mismanagement
or waste. Therefore, private ﬁrms must act in the best interests of the
community or, at the margin, they lose business to rivals that are more
savvy. In this way proﬁts tend to be aligned with serving the community’s
interest, even if it is the result of the ﬁrm’s own self-interest.
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Some municipal broadband proponents make analogy to local
government ownership of airports.73 The airport analogy may be
correct, but not for the proposition proponents claim. Cities have been
poor managers of their airports and have engaged in practices to limit
competition.74 Indeed, the international trend has been toward airport
privatization.75

Municipal ownership of
networks has free speech
implications.

Municipal ownership of networks has free speech implications.
Governmental control over infrastructure might act as the entry point
for regulating the content that ﬂows over it. This is already happening
at public libraries.76 Broadcast television, because of its public interest
requirements, also serves as an apt analogy for the potential for
government censorship of content.77
Governments can take steps to ensure that the private sector
performs as desired. Municipalities should focus on ways to make it
easier for private companies to provide service. State legislatures should
ensure that make right-of-way access available on terms that are fair,
administratively efﬁcient, nondiscriminatory, and pro-competitive.
Removing restrictive regulations would provide a boost to the
widespread deployment of broadband service and allow for the natural
order of things—governments in the business of governing and private
sector ﬁrms in the business of competing.

Prevention – Firewall New Communications Services
and Bar FCC Turf-Building
While states play their proper role, the FCC must do so as well,
in various areas. Congress should borrow a concept from computer
network security and impose a “ﬁrewall” on regulations that affect
new communications technology platforms. A ﬁrewall is a device that
guards the entrance to a private communications network and keeps out
unauthorized or unwanted trafﬁc. In terms of regulatory policy, Congress
should keep or phase the FCC out of regulating IP-based networks. In the
alternative, Congress could mandate sunset provisions for FCC actions
that affect IP-based services. Provisions that expire at a date certain would
limit the FCC’s ability to increase its jurisdiction and create a ﬁrewall
around Internet communications, but still allow the FCC to deal with
transitional regulatory issues.
Plain old telephone service (POTS) is the world of the past, but to
unravel it all will take tremendous effort. The dilemma of the regulatory
society is that as the need for regulation evaporates, FCC and Congress
are trying to enlarge the regulatory agenda, to ﬁnd new technologies or
service realms over which to assert authority. Consider some examples, in
no particular order of severity.
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Limit the Regulation of IP-enabled Communications
The term “IP-enabled communications” refers to the various forms
of services that provide communications capabilities making use of the
Internet Protocol as well as software making use of those capabilities.
IP-enabled communications allows for the digital transmission of voice,
video and data over the Internet or other dedicated networks. Once broken
into packets, voice or video travels over the Internet just like any other
data packet. This technological equivalence means that cable, phone and
wireless companies will converge and offer similar services.
IP-enabled communications means the end of the term
“telecommunications.” “Tele” comes from the Greek word for
“distance.”78 Technology has erased the distance from telecommunications.
As new and innovative ways to correspond have emerged, the market is
communications in all forms. However, the FCC has sent mixed messages
regarding its approach toward IP-enabled communication.
The FCC recently ordered voice communication providers that
utilize VoIP to interconnect with the public switched network to provide
E911 service as a mandatory feature.79 This is a signiﬁcant ruling on what
was a previously lightly regulated medium.
In other areas, the FCC recognizes the need to wall off the new
world of IP-enabled communications from old regulations. In its pulver.
com Free World Dialup (FWD) ruling, the FCC declared that voice calls
using only the Internet that don’t terminate on the PSTN are neither
“telecommunications” nor “telecommunications service” as deﬁned in
the 1996 Act.80 It also declared that FWD is an unregulated information
service subject to federal jurisdiction.81
The FCC has also ruled that a type of Internet telephony service
offered by Vonage Holdings Corp. called DigitalVoice is not subject
to traditional state public utility regulation.82 The decision adds to the
regulatory certainty for VoIP by preempting state commissions.
Regulatory certainty is necessary for the growth of any
industry. Ideally, deregulatory certainty is necessary for IP-enabled
communications, according to former Chairman Michael Powell:
IP-enabled services exist in a dynamic, fast-changing environment
that is peculiarly ill-suited to the century old telephone model of
regulation. Competitive market forces, rather than prescriptive rules,
will respond to public need much more quickly and more effectively
than even the best intentioned responses of government regulators.
Indeed, our best hope for continuing the investment, innovation,
choice and competition that characterizes Internet services today
lies in limiting to a minimum the labyrinth of regulations and fees
that apply to the Internet. All too often, these edicts can thwart
competition even among traditional telecommunications providers.83
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Now that the FCC has prevented state PUCs from invasive regulations of
IP-enabled services, Congress should heed Chairman Powell and bar the
FCC from the same.
Do Not Force a la carte Pricing for Cable Channels
Legislating business models is antithetical to free markets. But this
is precisely what forced a la carte pricing for cable channels would do.
A la carte regulation would weaken program bundling, the
economic model that has propelled the growth of cable TV adoption.
Legislation that would require cable operators to breakup their
programming tiers would result in more harm to consumers than good,
according to a General Accountability Ofﬁce study.84 The lack of channel
bundling would disproportionately hurt small and newly introduced
channels.85 Consumers are much better off now than they were in years
past, even though rates are higher.86
The fundamental issue here is one of bundling and the thought that
prices should follow costs in some perfunctory way. Channel bundling
is a way for the cable industry to overcome the economic situation
characterized by many digital content and infrastructure industries—
declining average costs.87
Consistent with communications without a commission, Congress
should instead look for ways to reduce the regulatory burden on cable
operators. Local governments often burden cable companies with high
franchise fees, channels that they must carry and preferential access
for government programming. These unfunded costs are passed onto
consumers.
Avoid Content Regulation
The possibility that the FCC might censor satellite and cable
content is not outside the realm of possibility. In 2004, the Senate
Commerce committee narrowly defeated an amendment to pending
indecency legislation that would have imposed broadcast “indecency”
rules on all broadcasters, not just traditional radio and television.88
Another amendment would have gone even further, regulating even
broadcast transmissions depicting “excessive violence.”89
How is it that our government can engage in such censorship
despite the First Amendment’s edict “Congress shall pass no
law…abridging the freedom of speech?” Traditional arguments are
twofold—pervasiveness and spectrum scarcity. Many regulators consider
broadcasting more pervasive than other forms of communications,
reaching unsuspecting listeners, especially children. And, until only
recently, many people deemed broadcast frequencies as limited in number
and in need of government management to prevent interference and
ensure multiple “voices.” Using each rationale, the FCC has burdened
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broadcasters to conform to the “public interest” in ways that would
be an unconstitutional infringement of free speech if applied to other
communications mediums, such as newspapers or the Internet.
Even those at the FCC realize that the scarcity rationale has been
made obsolete by technological advancements that have made the number
of frequencies almost limitless.90 Yet, the rationale that radio and TV
signals are uncontrollably pervasive and require government censorship
over content remains strong. Special interest groups such as the Parents
Television Council are vocal critics of “indecency” and have the attention
of both Congress and the FCC. Politicians applaud large ﬁnes imposed by
the FCC, such as the $1,183,000 ﬁne against Fox for a risqué scene in a
2003 episode of the reality series “Married by America.”91
The problem with the pervasiveness rationale is that it provides
an excuse for regulators (prodded by self-ordained “watchdog” groups)
to censor any content transmitted over the airwaves. When more and
more consumers subscribe to satellite radio, and when it becomes a
standard feature of most new cars, it will seem pervasive to the public. It
is reminiscent of the early days of FM radio, when that medium pushed
the envelope more than AM, reﬂecting the consumer demand of the time.
Now satellite reﬂects a similar consumer preference—better sound quality
and edgier content. The difference—satellite radio is available only to
subscribers, making it a private network.
Political control should not shackle private, subscriber-based
networks. But as long as satellite radio uses FCC controlled spectrum
Howard Stern will be under the constant threat of censorship. The idyllic
notion of the “public’s airwaves,” ironically, threatens to harm new and
innovative uses of spectrum that beneﬁt consumers. FCC control over
spectrum has already imposed untold costs to consumers in delayed
deployments of new frequencies due to poor allocation of “our” airwaves.
That a command and control political process failed and continues to fail
should not surprise anyone in the post-Soviet era.
Regulating the content of broadcasts is a political process that
similarly fails consumers, as it chills speech and forces homogenized
content onto a diverse public. At the very least, Congress should create a
ﬁrewall that prevents censorship of subscriber-based programming. Recent
congressional attempts to enlarge governmental censorship to cable and
satellite should worry all Americans. The current environment risks FCC
regulation of content on formerly unregulated areas, such as pay-cable and
satellite radio.
Communications without a commission reduces the threat of
content regulation. Without the notion of the “public’s airwaves” as a
rationale for regulation, regulators would be forced to come up with more
concrete reasons for censoring broadcast content.
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Stay Out of Media Concentration Matters
Media ownership rules affect companies leading the digital
revolution in television, telephone, satellite, and cable. News reports talk
of the rules being “eased” or “relaxed”—apt metaphors because the FCC
media rules are a lot like a rubber band stretched to its breaking point and
are long overdue for major updating.

While the resources of
media companies are
limited, new innovation
and technology is inﬁnite.

The debate over media concentration is about whether “big
media” has too much free speech and can stamp out dissent. If so, some
believe this power has a negative impact on democracy and freedom of
speech. Ownership concentration in newspapers, radio, and television
is the proxy for this control. Ironically, free speech is to be protected
by laws that prevent private organizations from pooling resources and
speaking.
Defenders of the old rules make their case on three premises.
First, the owner of a media company will bias the published viewpoint.
But studies have shown that ownership does not determine the diversity
of people depicted in the news or range of topics discussed.92 Second,
the government must act to curb bias by limiting ownership. But this
belief raises a fundamental issue as to what is the basis for these numbers
in the ﬁrst place? If they seem arbitrary, it is because they are. The
deﬁnition of a market is open to interpretation, since it can overlap with
other markets. The same is true of different media. Various media are
not entirely distinct and compete against each other—such as cable and
broadcast TV, which the FCC treats as separate industries.
Finally, some claim that limiting ownership will preserve
“democracy” over the airwaves by preventing consolidation by a few
large media companies. Even if there were a signiﬁcant correlation
between ownership and viewpoint—which there is not—technology
provides competition through substitution. One study found that
consumers regularly substitute between Internet and broadcast TV
and between daily newspapers and broadcast TV news.93 There is
also evidence of substitution between cable and daily newspapers and
between radio and broadcast TV. Indeed, while the resources of media
companies are limited, new innovation and technology is inﬁnite.
The FCC is no more qualiﬁed than anybody else to keep a check
on media bias. Different people perceive bias differently, so there is
no consensus on how much and what kind of bias is out there. As FCC
Commissioner Michael Powell points out, “You can’t have the NRA in
the debate saying there are gun-hating media liberals, and at the same
time, I’ve got Code Pink screaming about the conservative pro-war bias
of the media. And then I’m supposed to somehow reconcile that?”94 The
FCC shouldn’t have to reconcile this issue—instead, the consumers of
radio, television, and other media should be the ultimate arbiters of the
public interest.
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Avoid Mandated Access to Networks
There are many “freedoms” associated with communications.
Often these freedoms are deﬁned from the consumer or application
provider perspective—for instance, the freedom to access content
or to use applications.95 Network owners have rights too, of course.
Broadband providers have the right to price their services, to negotiate
interconnections with other networks and to ﬁlter applications and content
traveling over their network.
Government should serve no preemptive role in preserving
“openness.” Business models may indeed collide if broadband providers
ﬁlter applications that affect other business interests. However, consumers
and competition from other broadband providers serve as the best check on
acceptable behavior and norms. Public policy should promote the ability
for networks to operate freely.
A core principle must be allowing network owners to control their
own networks. The rights of ownership include the right to govern and
the right to exclude. Treating networks as property provides incentive
for investment, as people are unwilling to invest capital into things they
cannot control.
Broadband providers must be able to experiment with different
business models. Some providers may offer differentiated services, while
others may price differentiate. The proper mix of services at various price
points is in ﬂux for these new services and regulation should not preempt
the ﬂow of the market.
Policymakers should allow for smart networks that result from
private control. Control over ﬁltering means increased ability to ﬁght spam
and cybersecurity, and for the development of authentication mechanisms
that will provide increased security for consumers. The best managers of
bandwidth are the owners of the network, not the FCC. Market principles
will drive broadband providers in accordance with the needs of consumers.
Prevent FCC Moves into Device Regulation
A disturbing trend is for the FCC to “approve” hardware devices
that have communications capability. In 2003, the FCC voted to require
a “broadcast ﬂag” by July 1, 2005 for any device capable of receiving
a digital signal off the air. This requirement mandated that consumer
electronics and computer manufacturers must only sell products that read
and obey an encrypted watermarking signal (a “broadcast ﬂag”) embedded
in new digital television signals.
The FCC should not be able to impose broad product design
mandates on consumer electronics devices and computers to implement
copyright policy.
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Approval is merely a means to assert regulatory authority,
according to a May 2005 decision by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.
96
The court decided that the FCC exceeded its authority when it required
broadcast manufacturers to include the “broadcast ﬂag” to protect the
content of digital transmissions.
Despite its desirable goal of helping prevent the piracy of
digital content, the FCC should not be in the business of approving
new video recording devices such as TiVo and determine the legality
of their functionality. The market ought to determine standards for
this type of technology. The broadcast ﬂag regulation interfered with
market developments. The risk is that government regulation of digital
communication devices will result in reduced innovation.

PHASE II - Separating Economic Regulation from
Social Welfare Subsidies

Pursuing social goals
through economic
regulations, often through
implicit and explicit
taxes, distorts the market
and creates artiﬁcial
supply and demand
problems.

A constructive regulatory reform debate requires the dissection
of many divergent communications regulation issues that exist today.
The key is to distinguish between “economic” regulations and rules that
mostly promote “social” welfare goals.
What is the difference between economic and social regulations?
While there is certainly some overlap, the distinction is the end goal. Price
controls, open access requirements and the like are economic regulations
that are imposed to allegedly increase competition. Many of these
regulations relate back to the monopoly era of AT&T.
Social goals include bridging the “digital divide,” furthering
access to the 911 system for users and to the network for law enforcement
wiretapping. The goal is not to improve the inner workings of the market,
but instead to pursue some beneﬁt to a certain class of consumer, user or
government agency.
When social policy becomes too ingrained in economic regulation,
the livelihoods for each become interdependent even though their
underlying rationale is vastly different. Pursuing social goals through
economic regulations, often through implicit and explicit taxes, distorts
the market and creates artiﬁcial supply and demand problems.
Economic Regulations – Rolling Back Bell-Era Phone Rules
Given the thicket of existing regulations, it is easier to keep
regulators out of new services over which they have no claims of
authority than to disentangle regulators from old. Yet Congress must
remove existing economic regulation of telephone services they may
generate fresh life in regulating new technological platforms.
Eliminating forced access, price controls and subsidies are crucial
because they underlie many other demands for regulation. Most economic
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regulation relates back to the AT&T monopoly days. Economic regulation
of the telecommunications industry is hurting consumers more than it is
helping. These regulations cost consumers $105 billion annually in higher
prices and forgone services.97
Open access requirements apply to telephone broadband service
but not cable modem service, thus creating an uneven playing ﬁeld for
competition. FCC Chairman Kevin Martin has said that we need to
rollback regulations on telephone broadband. “We’ll need to move quickly
to establish regulatory parity between telephone companies and cable
companies that are providing a broadband service,” said Chairman Martin
in a recent interview.98
Economic regulation is sometimes based upon the view that the
former Bell companies—Verizon, BellSouth, SBC Communications, and
Qwest—are a “telecom cartel.”99 Promoting the concept of a telecom cartel
is a part of a larger movement to have antitrust law play a more active
role in the telecommunications market. The pro-antitrust forces were
dealt a setback by the Supreme Court’s decision in Verizon v. Trinko.100
The holding of Trinko reversed a prior appeals court ruling that could
have let consumers sue regional phone companies for not providing
competitors with enough access to their phone networks. The Trinko
decision reinforces the skepticism courts have about claims that dominant
companies should be forced to deal with competitors.
Other forms of economic regulation seem to be based on the fear
that the former Bells can use predatory pricing (the lowering of prices to
drive out rivals) to keep competitors off their networks. Price predation is
rarely a real concern in communications markets and thus should not be
controlled by retail rate regulation and prohibitions on downward price
movements by incumbents, but rather after the fact through adjudicatory
methods.101 In modern telecommunications, however, the real predatory
pricing is done by government regulators that allow competitors to get
access to the Bell network at below market rates.
The former Bell telephone companies are, in fact, publicly traded
companies in a highly competitive industry. But telephone networks do not
belong to the public. Economic incentives matter and economic regulation
should not infringe upon the property rights of telephone companies.102
UNE and TELRIC
Under the Telecommunications Act of 1996, incumbent local phone
companies (the ILECs) are under a mandate to share parts of their networks
(known as unbundled network elements, or UNEs) with new entrants
(competing local exchange carriers, or CLECs). These access rules include
those that determine prices (known as TELRIC prices) that the former Bell
telephone companies must charge competitors for mandated open access
to parts of their network.103 They also include the rules that mandate which
network components the former Bell companies must make available at the
government-set TELRIC prices.
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“Open access” requirements should be eliminated. Even if one
is not persuaded by property rights arguments, UNE-P and TELRIC
rules are impossible to fairly administer and create disincentives for
new investment. Its two-tiered goal of promoting competition for both
lower prices and the deployment of new technologies is stymied by
open network access that creates disincentives for companies to invest
in new technology. The regulatory mix is further muddled by the FCC’s
attempts at interpreting the law. It has lost in court each and every time it
has attempted to implement the UNE-P access rules—three times in eight
years since 1996.104
UNE prices are set so low they approach predatory prices,
prices that discourage CLECs from investing in telecommunications
infrastructure.105 In addition, public policies that impede
telecommunications investment harm the economy. The fall in
telecommunications investment results in an annual decline in economic
output equivalent to $101 per average household annually.106 In contrast,
the beneﬁts of price reductions resulting from local competition are
estimated to be $11.41 per household annually.107 Therefore, the economic
costs associated with setting artiﬁcially low wholesale prices outweigh the
consumer ﬁnancial beneﬁts.
Intercarrier Compensation
Federal and state laws apply to intercarrier compensation,
depending on whether a call travels interstate or only within a state. As
is a recurring theme for most of telecom regulation, the old intercarrier
rules don’t apply very well to new technology. The rules apply for
interconnection (not end-users services) among carriers of any kind for
circuit switched and for IP services. Currently the price regulations differ
based on whether the company is a ILEC or CLEC, a company’s size and
cost structure, the technology platform, and the amount of subsidies state
regulators feel are needed for small carriers in high cost areas.
Reform is needed. The FCC has a rulemaking on this matter 108
and has called them “outmoded.” 109 Intercarrier compensation reform
replaces an accumulation of decade-old rules that poorly ﬁt today’s’ multitechnology platforms that compete directly against each other.
The FCC describes the quandary with intercarrier compensation as
follows:
The current system relies on per-minute intercarrier payments that
distinguish between different types of carriers and services, such as local
and long-distance, or wireless and wireline, even though these distinctions
often have no bearing on the cost of providing service. Furthermore, new
technologies, such as Internet telephony, and new service offerings, such
as bundled ﬂat-rate packages, have eroded these distinctions.110
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Intercarrier compensation is one area that requires a uniﬁed
approach toward reform. Piecemeal approaches that favor one technology
over another create unfair arbitrage opportunities.111 Reform should not
discourage competition and investment in communications networks.
New rules must accommodate dynamic marketplace change and minimal
regulatory intervention. Thus, reform should implement rules that are
technologically and competitively neutral. The preferred solution is for
carriers to negotiate agreements amongst themselves instead of extensive
government rules and regulations.112
Complicating reform efforts is that inﬂated access charges
subsidize rural companies. Therefore, plans to simplify carrier
compensation rules inevitably encounter opposition from small rural
telephone companies that are able to charge other carriers access rates
many times higher than their urban counterparts.

Social Policy Communications Issues
The major telecom reform hurdles involve policies that further
social and not economic goals. Universal service subsidies, 911
compatibility and access for law enforcement underlie broad telecom rules
that instead are distinct policy issues of their own.
Universal Service Subsidies
The Universal Service subsidy program harms competition, is
inefﬁcient, and is plagued by fraud. This social policy program that is
designated for certain disadvantaged and politically popular populations
needs reform.
The 1996 Act requires telecommunications carriers that provide
interstate telecommunications services to pay money into the universal
service program. The program is in crisis because its revenues, from
taxes on interstate calls, will soon diminish due to the decreased use of
traditional telephone long-distance.
The 1996 Act’s universal service provisions and the rules
promulgated by the FCC are intended to: (1) increase access to advanced
telecommunications services throughout the nation; (2) advance the
availability of such services to all consumers, including those in low
income, rural, insular, and high cost areas at rates that are reasonably
comparable to those charged in urban areas; and (3) promote the
availability of quality services at just, reasonable, and affordable rates.113
Unfortunately, in order to obtain the above three goals we tax
the phone bills of the not-necessarily-rich and redistribute money to the
not-particularly poor. Indeed, universal service funds ﬂow mostly to
rural (but not necessarily poor) recipients. Rural phone companies are
heavily subsidized, receiving up to $3.3 billion in 2003 from the federal
tax that appears on consumer phone bills.114 In addition to rural “high
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cost” areas, schools and libraries (the “Gore tax”) receive $1.6 billion,
low-income areas receive $713 million, and rural health care providers
receive a relatively negligible $2.6 million.115 Even the U.S. Department
of Agriculture has a rural development program that provides broadband
service subsidies to companies in the form of loans and loan guarantees.116

Universal service
subsidies harm
competition.

Universal service subsidies harm competition. In particular,
rural welfare programs that subsidize local phone companies discourage
others, such as cable and wireless providers, from entering the market.
This arrangement ensures continued dependence on taxpayer money and
a “weakening [of] the growth of a sustainable market and the investment
that typically accompanies it.”117
Subsidies eventually become entitlements far removed from their
initial goal. Basic connectivity becomes connectivity at reduced rates,
which then manifests itself into an entitlement for broadband and all sorts
of advanced technologies. Universal service subsidies have transformed
into a redistribution mechanism that beneﬁts politically favorable
demographic categories and entrenched businesses.
A better subsidy program would arise out of a regulatory
framework that encourages competition. Ironically, it is the expensive
phone bill that would drive entrepreneurs and other smart people to
thinking about ways to reduce the consumer burden. We would have new
technologies and ways of communicating entering the market. Subsidies
that keep prices artiﬁcially low remove this incentive.
Universal service is also an inefﬁcient way to distribute money.
Universal service subsidies occur through implicit charges built into
regulated rates at the state level. It also occurs as an explicit charge on
interstate telephone revenues as authorized by the Telecommunications
Act of 1996. The Universal Service Administrative Company administers
the program with oversight from the FCC. The tax collection,
administration and distribution process involved in universal service costs
is a burdensome process that may cost up to three times more than if the
money came from general revenues.118 Indeed, an intrastate tax designed
to pay for each state’s subsidized subscriptions is far less costly to the
economy than an interstate tax.119
Besides being inefﬁcient, the indirect funding process of the
universal service program creates increased opportunities for fraud.
Rural companies receive a guaranteed 11.25% return on capital, which
provides little incentive for keeping costs low. Rural companies are
often run inefﬁciently and the FCC lacks the staff to audit them. One
company in Texas, a customer-owned utility, paid out more in dividends
than the average customer paid in local phone service.120 A March
2005 Government Accountability Ofﬁce report criticizes the FCC’s
management of E-Rate.121 In response, the FCC has launched a broad
inquiry into the management, administration and oversight of Universal
Service.122
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A federal program that subsidizes communications must be
transparent, explicit and accountable. Universal service should come
from a universal funding source—the general treasury—and distributed
directly to need-based consumers.123 It should be a tax that allows the net
contributors to trace the path of their money to net beneﬁciaries.124 The
recipients of the tax should be limited to low-income persons.125
We no longer need a universal service program at the federal level.
State and local governments are closer to their constituencies and are
better situated to determine which consumers are truly in need. Removing
the FCC from administering and overseeing the universal service program
is consistent with communications without a commission.
E911
Enhanced 911 (E911) displays the physical address and telephone
number of the person making a call to authorities. It is a lifesaving
advancement in using telecommunications networks to bring help to
people in crisis and as such, 911 regulations fulﬁll social goals.
While 911 is an important service, it should not be a legal
prerequisite for offering new communications capabilities to consumers.
Government action that mandates the inclusion of features from legacy
networks threatens the growth of new services. Furthermore, it is likely
that carriers that utilize VoIP will attempt to offer access to 911 services
without government mandate.
Still, the FCC required VoIP providers to implement E911
capabilities.126 This action sets a bad precedent for future technologies. The
mindset of regulators seems to be that once a service begins to establish a
sizable customer base it is ripe for burdensome regulations. Such a belief
ignores the reasons why such services are popular in the ﬁrst place. Low
cost and new features exist because the market, not government, was the
driver of the new service.
Instead of forcing a one-size-ﬁts-all emergency contact system
onto each new technology, let’s revisit how communications providers can
achieve social goals like 911 in ways that provide consumers with options
and the ability to decide for themselves what is important. The FCC,
while trying to help current VoIP consumers, may be hindering the future
development of new, more advanced VoIP emergency service solutions.
Law Enforcement Access - CALEA
Electronic surveillance is one way for law enforcement to gather
intelligence and investigate crimes. The Communications Assistance
for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) makes it a statutory obligation of
telecommunications carriers to assist law enforcement in executing electronic
surveillance pursuant to court order or other lawful authorization and requires
carriers to design or modify their systems to ensure that lawfully-authorized
electronic surveillance can be performed.127
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Congress passed CALEA to provide more tools to catch
criminals, the pursuit of which is a social goal and not economic
regulation. There are legitimate debates surrounding the power that
law enforcement should have in the application of communications
networks, but this is a debate separate from economic deregulation and
FCC reform.
As more communications technologies develop, the salient
question becomes whether these networks will be legal if they do not
easily accommodate law enforcement wiretaps. Said more bluntly,
must software developers, when designing new technologies for use in
communications, hardwire a backdoor for government actors?
Historically, CALEA has only applied to common carriers—
telecommunications providers and not information services. The
legislative history makes it clear that the scope of CALEA is narrow.128
The bill is clear that telecommunications services that support
the transport or switching of communications for private
networks…need not meet any wiretap standards. Also excluded
from coverage are all information services, such as Internet
service providers or services such as Prodigy and AmericaOn-Line. All of these private network systems or information
services can be wiretapped pursuant to court order, and their
owners must cooperate when presented with a wiretap order, but
these services and systems do not have to be designed so as to
comply with the capability requirements.
The act speciﬁcally excludes information services, so the
question is whether VoIP is a telecommunications service or an exempt
information service. In August 2004, the FCC said VoIP should be
subject to CALEA, but instant messaging should not.129 The decisive
factor, according to the FCC, is whether a network is “managed” or not.
Going forward, new applications of CALEA should not burden
or deputize private technology companies with the responsibilities of
law enforcement. We must respect 4th Amendment rights to privacy,
even in the face of national security.130

PHASE III – Institutional and Spectrum Reform
Congress must eliminate FCC functions that could be performed
by other agencies. The FCC should be transformed into an agency whose
primary purpose is to create markets for spectrum.

Institutional Reform
Institutional reform includes examining the FCC’s role as an
independent agency and eliminating certain enforcement functions.131
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Reform should be tailored to move regulation to the marketplace.
However, when this is not politically feasible, reform should move
government regulation away from industry-speciﬁc rules and more toward
general marketplace regulation in the likes of the FTC.132
Reforming the inner-workings of the FCC requires an institutional
overhaul. Congress should consider moving the FCC into the executive
branch where it would be politically accountable to the president for
its policy-making activities.133 In addition, it may be that the number of
commissioners should be reduced from the current ﬁve to three or even a
single administrator.134

Congress must eliminate
FCC functions that could
be performed by other
agencies.

As the communications market expands, there is less of a reason to
have an industry speciﬁc regulatory body. There are numerous examples
of areas that could be transferred to other agencies due to institutional
competence or duplication within the executive branch.
As an example, the FCC is arguably not the best institution for
administering CALEA. Other government agencies could manage law
enforcement access issues. The FCC, despite its “independent” agency
status, is too easily captured by other executive branch law enforcement
interests (the August 2004 vote was a rare unanimous vote by FCC
commissioners). It is an agency that does not have as part of its mission
the protection of civil liberties. And the industry it regulates is not a
surrogate for consumer civil liberties, especially if competitors are subject
to the same rules such that there is no relative impact on revenues. Instead,
in communications without a commission, CALEA issues could be left in
the in the hands of a dedicated privacy board, similar to the Privacy and
Civil Liberties Oversight Board created by the 2004 intelligence reform
legislation.135
Many of the issues that the FCC regulates could be transferred
to other federal agencies. The FCC’s antitrust merger authority should
be revoked because it duplicates the same sort of review performed by
the Department of Justice. The FTC could handle consumer protection
and unfair competition issues. Speciﬁc FCC departments such as the
Ofﬁce of Workplace Diversity could be eliminated or have speciﬁc
functions transferred to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Emergency 911 coordination and implementation oversight could be
transferred to the Department of Homeland Security.

Spectrum
Our current spectrum system decides technology winners and
losers ex ante before consumers can choose on their own. Decades
of central planning have created technology shortages by regulationinduced scarcity. At most, government’s role should be to facilitate the
“homesteading” of electromagenetic spectrum useful for communications.
Owners need clear, unambiguous title to spectrum property, preferably via
one-time auction that minimized future governmental involvement.
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Once private owners are in control of a piece of spectrum, it’s
tradeability in the secondary market—a feature prevented today by
regulation—will minimize any exploitation. Spectrum will go to the most
highly valued use.

There is almost no limit
on the capacity of the
spectrum, because the
technology to use new
frequencies and tune
out interference keeps
improving.

The increase in spectrum efﬁciency undermines the argument
that spectrum is “scarce” or is a “ﬁnite resource.”136 There is almost no
limit on the capacity of the spectrum, because the technology to use
new frequencies and tune out interference keeps improving.137 But all
resources are scarce in the sense that two people cannot build a house on
exactly the same piece of property at the same time. Spectrum is scarce
that way, too: Two radio stations broadcasting over the same frequency
in the same geographic area would interfere with each other. Therefore,
a system of property rights is necessary, even in a world of growing
abundance, to decide between conﬂicting users.
The real issue is how the promise of any wireless technology,
for whatever purpose, can make it to the hands of consumers in a quick,
usable and cost effective manner. A consensus exists among those
throughout the political spectrum that as it is currently designed and
executed, the method for allocating radio spectrum to those who wish to
develop and utilize new technology is woefully obsolete.
Federal Regulation of Spectrum
In the 1920s and 1930s, the dominant view was that spectrum
needed to be managed by the government to control interference and
to allocate this “scarce resource” so as to protect the “public interest.”
Economist Ronald Coase noted that spectrum could be treated as property,
and transferred as freely as real estate, which would protect against
interference while avoiding the inefﬁciencies inevitable under a regime of
government licensing.138 But Coase was ignored.139
Instead, the Federal Communications Commission doled out
spectrum licenses, sometimes after hearings and sometimes by lottery,
but always slowly. It was nearly impossible to free spectrum for new
services, such as cell phones, and FCC became a drag on the productivity
of the national economy. The decade-long delay in allocating spectrum for
mobile cellular telephony in the United States is estimated to have cost at
least $86 billion in lost consumer welfare.140
In 1994, the Federal Communications Commission allocated
spectrum based on a projection of 54 million domestic mobile services
users for the year 2000. By the year 2000, however, there actually were
approximately 110 million mobile services users.141 At the end of 2004,
there were an estimated 182 million wireless subscribers, up 23.4 million
from 2003—the industry’s second highest growth year ever.142 Mobile
phone subscriptions will undoubtedly exceed 200 million before the end
of 2006.143
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Moving Toward Markets
Markets—consensual trades between buyers and sellers—are
superior to bureaucratic processes because they allow change and
competition, and move resources to their highest valued uses in society.
For about two decades, federal policymakers have made slow progress
toward bringing market forces into spectrum management.
Other countries have recognized the need to undergo extensive
spectrum reform. The UK’s Ofcom published its Spectrum Framework
Review (SFR) in November 2004. The agency is taking steps to allow
licensees to buy and sell spectrum in the market (spectrum trading) and
reducing or removing unnecessary restrictions and constraints on spectrum
use (spectrum liberalization).144
Governance & Exclusion – Property Rights vs. Commons
The property rights and commons debate is often characterized in
terms of licensed versus unlicensed spectrum. No matter what the terms,
the essential question is one of whether governance by either the market or
government and ownership by either private rights holders or a commons.
The short answer is that most efﬁcient use of the spectrum resources arises
from a system that assigns rights with as little bureaucratic oversight as
possible.
It is important to remember that there is no actual pure property
rights regime. Our system of real property has concepts of sharing property
through easements, limiting unreasonable use of property through nuisance
and encouraging efﬁcient use through the common law rule on adverse
possession. Property rights are also not exclusive with regard to resources.
Rights overlap in geographic space; surface land rights, oil and mineral
rights, and rights to airspace. Maximizing the value of spectrum resources
may involve a similar system of property rights—allocated by markets, not
government agencies.
Market allocation systems have advantages over government
systems. Markets signal the value of alternative wireless applications
in ways that consider spectrum opportunity cost. Markets dynamically
reallocate spectrum from one application to another based on most valued
use. The result is technological innovation and a ﬂuidity that is not
matched by the barriers to entry that result from spectrum allocated and
owned by government.
The market allocation mechanism requires ownership rights.
But commons proponents argue against ownership and point to recent
advances in spread spectrum technology that eliminate the necessity of
assigning a speciﬁc channel to a user.145 The technology of ultra-low
power code division multiplexing could allow for the orderly use of broad
spectrum bands by competing uses and users. As the efﬁciency of spread
spectrum technology increases, ever more applications may be able to use
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the same spectrum band. Advocates for the commons model believe that
spectrum could be shared and managed by the user community based on
rules developed in a decentralized fashion.146
Commons proponents downplay the need for transferable rights
that lessen negative outcomes resulting from the misallocation of resources.
At the very least, the commons model puts the utmost faith in technology
(from the market no less) to solve problems. As much as smart technologists
can and do solve problems, we still need market governance. Smart
technologists—supplemented by secure and predictable property rights—
results in a superior property system.
There could be the coexistence of both property rights and commons.
One proposed model for managing spectrum involves both property rights
and commons, and allows the mix of the two to adjust over time as new
technology comes to market.147 Spread spectrum could easily co-exist with
the clear title of property rights and ownership.148 But if there is a commons,
it must be governed and structured by a system of property rights.149
Indeed, there may have to be separate processes for licensed and
licensed-exempt bands, at least in the short-term. Paradoxically, a policy
geared more toward promoting unlicensed spectrum requires perhaps even
more FCC involvement than would a licensed spectrum approach. The
FCC would still have to set the terms of power limitations and adjudicate
interference and thus is not consistent with limiting the FCC’s role.150
Selling Spectrum through Auctions
Congress passed the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993,
authorizing FCC to award wireless licenses through auctions. The main
beneﬁt of auctions is not that they raise money for the federal government;
it is that they move spectrum quickly out into the private sector, making new
services available to consumers. The federal hunger for funds, however, has
threatened to throw roadblocks in this process.
Some of the ﬁrst spectrum auctions raised billions for the US
Treasury. But in 1997, FCC’s auction for Wireless Communications
Services (WCS) raised only about $14 million, instead of the expected
$3 billion.151 The auction took place before entrepreneurs knew what
technologies could best use the new spectrum. In response, in the 1997
Budget Act, Congress required FCC to establish minimum opening bids in
future auctions, unless FCC ﬁnds this not to be in the public interest.152 The
FCC is now in the precarious position of setting minimum bids high enough
to please the budgeters, but low enough to avoid discouraging would-be
bidders.
Allowing Spectrum Leasing
In 2003, the FCC issued rules on spectrum leasing to allow
the growth of a “secondary market” in spectrum.153 Like the leasing
of land, spectrum leasing gives businesses ﬂexibility in using the
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resource. Spectrum “landlords” are free to lease their unused or unneeded
capacity. Indeed, radio spectrum is often used inefﬁciently by its current
licensees or lies fallow, commonly in rural areas, but sometimes even
in spectrum-crowded New York City. Spectrum “tenants” will beneﬁt
from lower market entry costs and reduced legal fees and risks. This
ﬂexible approach contrasts with the prior FCC scheme of upfront fees and
nationwide territory—a costly way for small and rural-based companies to
do business.
Making Government Spectrum Available for Private Use
Government users (i.e., public safety and defense) enjoy exclusive
or preferential use of some spectrum. Much of this bounty is under-used
and utilized inefﬁciently (the FAA, for example, still uses wasteful analog
technology), but government is ﬁnally releasing its stranglehold on the
spectrum.154 In July 2002, the Department of Commerce released a plan
in concert with the FCC and the Department of Defense to make 90 MHz
of spectrum available in the future for 3G wireless services. In February
2003, the Department of Commerce agreed to release more spectrum at 5
GHz for wireless data communications, called Wireless Fidelity (WiFi). In
December 2004 legislation was enacted that creates a spectrum relocation
trust fund that will facilitate the clearing and auction of 90 MHz of
spectrum for 3G advanced wireless services.155
Military and public-safety interests argue that spectrum must be
“reserved” for government use.156 But we do not set aside typists, cars, or
paper for government use, even though these are also required for public
safety and defense. Government bids for these resources in competition
with the private sector, or contracts out with private companies to provide
services employing those resources. Markets in spectrum would mean that
if government’s needs for spectrum expand, it would be free to buy rights
to use more in the market.

Markets in spectrum
would mean that if
government’s needs
for spectrum expand,
it would be free to buy
rights to use more in the
market.

Digital TV Transition
This costly industrial policy venture should serve as a good example of
why government should never again be in the technology-mandate business. The
“public interest” rationale has been the source of transition from analog to digital
broadcasts, despite the fact that most people do not receive their television content
from over-the-air. Indeed, over 85 percent of consumers subscribe to cable or
satellite television service.157
There are good reasons for going digital, because digital broadcasts use
spectrum much more efﬁciently than analog. The cellular phone companies
made this switch long ago, mainly because they paid for their spectrum and have
incentive to use it efﬁciently. Broadcasters received their spectrum for free in return
for serving the “public interest” and have not had the same incentive to better
utilize its spectrum holdings.
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Congress attempted to provide the proper incentive in 1997 when
it gave the broadcast industry a $70 billion dollar amount of spectrum at no
charge. Broadcasters touted DTV technology as a competitive necessity that
would preserve free over-the-air television in the new digital millennium. They
sought legislation intended to speed and facilitate a transition from analog to
digital television broadcasting.

Congress must create a
“hard” deadline for a
complete digital transition.

While other industries must purchase their spectrum in competitive
auctions, in the case of digital TV, Congress decided to give away the
spectrum. But the migration to digital has been fraught with problems. It
turns out that Congress did not accurately forecast consumer demand for
an upgraded television, so uptake has been slow. And mandating digital
transmissions has created further calls for regulation by the content industries
in addition to the broadcast ﬂag. Some would like to draw cable and satellite
into this chaos.158
Inherent in any transition is an event that results in a transformation.
When an industrial sector is mostly regulated by market forces, the
transformation can occur gradually and almost imperceptibly through the
proverbial “invisible hand.” But market forces are constrained as an impetus
for change when government heavily regulates an area, as it does with
spectrum allocation. Incentive structures are often skewed, and companies turn
their attention away from competing and toward politicking. Thus, Congress
must be the agent that creates the catalyst—a hard and fast deadline—by
which DTV transition must occur.
Congress must create a “hard” deadline for a complete digital
transition. The sooner the date becomes a certainty, the better it will be for:
(a) consumers, who will be able to make more informed purchases; (b)
manufacturers, who can label analog sets in a way that will inform consumers
of the transition date; (c) broadcasters, who can publicize the transition in a
way that can help attract increased viewership.
It is difﬁcult to spot any winners coming out of this industrial policy, at
least in the short-term. Most consumers, as cable or satellite subscribers, will
have to pay more for their sets for digital tuners they will never use and will be
inconvenienced by the broadcast ﬂag when recording content for personal use.
Valuable spectrum that should have been auctioned off in the mid-1990s is still
not able to be used by public safety or wireless broadband services.

Conclusion
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 was meant to promote
competition and reduce regulation. Today, the FCC is even further
entrenched in regulating a communications market that has changed
dramatically since the mid-1990s. Congress must update our
communication laws in ways that will not generate new rationalizations
for FCC oversight. Policymakers should view Internet communications
as a baseline for deregulation, and move legacy communications toward
deregulatory parity.
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What will drive communications reform? Some efforts will stem
from frustration with legislation based upon analog radio and telephone
technology still in force in a digital era of convergence. Others will want
reform to standardize the rules governing the increasing rivalries among
competing broadcast, cable, and telephone companies. Many others are
also driven by political ideology that argues government should no longer
attempt to do all things for all people—and by economic constraints that
force government to operate more efﬁciently.
Reform based on deregulation should not be viewed as government
deciding not to act. Subsidies and price controls often give the appearance
that government is benevolently acting toward a favored goal. But
government regulation has hidden costs and unforeseen consequences—
how much more quickly would broadband have been deployed if DSL
were not subject to access mandates, or if the spectrum were managed by
market forces?

Reform based on
deregulation should not
be viewed as government
deciding not to act.

A focused, incremental effort toward regulatory reform should
not be confused with advocating only a de minimus, politically feasible
route. After all, there is nothing minimal about abolishing the FCC. But
after years of regulatory control, transitional steps are an inevitable part of
any major institutional reform. And whether it is one step or three, reform
efforts must keep the end goal in sight—less federal and state government
regulation of telecommunications. We no longer need a Commission to
oversee our communications needs.
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